Wildfire Outreach and Citizen Entrepreneurs in the Wildland–Urban Interface: A Cross-Case Analysis in Colorado
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Due to rapid growth in the wildland-urban interface (WUI), the risk to lives and property from wildfires is increasing in the western United States. While previous studies have identified factors that influence residents' perceptions of wildfire risk and responsibility for mitigation, less research has been conducted on how mitigation information is disseminated to residents or the most effective strategies for doing so. During an examination of two case studies of catastrophic wildfires in Colorado, an important actor involved in wildfire outreach emerged that we label the citizen entrepreneur. Citizen entrepreneurs are highly motivated community members who can help resource-constrained wildfire agencies encourage mitigation on private property by directly engaging with WUI residents. Using data from interviews with wildfire professionals and focus groups with residents, this research note introduces the concept of citizen entrepreneurs and provides an initial examination of the important role they can play in wildfire outreach.
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Wildfires are increasing in frequency, size, and severity in the American West (Litschert, Brown, and Theobald 2012). Simultaneously, Western states are experiencing significant exurban development in the wildland–urban interface (WUI) (Radeloff et al. 2005), exposing a growing number of people and homes to wildfire risk. Wildfire professionals—public officials who work in wildfire risk communication, mitigation, or response—have responded to this dynamic through outreach...
efforts that seek to educate WUI residents about wildfire risk and encourage mitigation activity (Brenkert-Smith 2010). However, as wildfire agencies face growing resource constraints, their ability to engage with an expanding WUI population is increasingly limited. An actor we label the citizen entrepreneur, defined as a highly motivated community member who directly engages with other WUI residents to encourage them to mitigate on their private property, can aid resource-constrained wildfire agencies in creating effective outreach and should be explored further by hazards policy and management scholars.

Wildfire Outreach and Mitigation

While wildfire risk awareness is a necessary but not sufficient motivator for residents to take action to reduce hazard exposure (Steelman and McCaffrey 2013), previous studies have established that effective outreach programs can increase public understanding of wildfire risk (Champ, Donovan, and Barth 2013) and encourage mitigation by residents (Sturtevant and McCaffrey 2006). WUI residents favor interactive outreach approaches rather than unidirectional information exchange (Toman, Shindler, and Brunson 2006), specifically in the form of face-to-face consultations with wildfire professionals about risk (McCaffrey and Olsen 2012).

Interactions with community groups and neighbors have also been positively associated with risk perception and mitigation activities. Brenkert-Smith et al. (2013) found that while both vertical (formal, expert information) and horizontal (informal, nonexpert information) interactions correlate with heightened wildfire risk perception, talking with one’s neighbor had the strongest positive relationship with perceptions of risk. Similarly, interactions with community groups and neighbors have been positively associated with mitigation activity (Schulte and Miller 2010).

In particular, motivated community members have been cited as influential horizontal information sources (Brenkert-Smith 2010; McCaffrey et al. 2011), and studies have shown that wildfire agencies rely on such community members to disseminate wildfire risk information in the face of growing resource constraints (Lang, Nelson, and Jakes 2006). These community members are often described as agency extensions (Shiralipour et al. 2006) or individuals whom wildfire professionals enlist to spread information on their behalf (Sturtevant and McCaffrey 2006).

However, the description of such motivated community members as merely horizontal disseminators of expert information may be too simple, particularly because this characterization conflicts with our understanding of similarly situated actors in the policy entrepreneurship and charismatic leadership literature. Policy entrepreneurs are advocates who promote specific definitions of and solutions to policy problems; they are defined by their persistence and willingness “to invest their resources in return for future policies they favor” (Kingdon 2003, 204). Theory on charismatic leadership emphasizes the motivational gifts of leaders who command wide followings during times of crisis (Davis and Gardner 2012). While neither of these theoretical constructs perfectly describes the highly motivated community members involved in wildfire risk mitigation, they acknowledge the active, multidimensional roles such citizens may play.

During an examination of two cases of catastrophic wildfire in Colorado, motivated community members, whom we label citizen entrepreneurs, emerged as
important actors involved in outreach. We define citizen entrepreneurs as highly motivated community members who can help resource-constrained wildfire agencies encourage mitigation on private property by directly engaging with WUI residents. In this research note, we introduce the concept of citizen entrepreneurs and provide an initial examination of the role they can play in wildfire outreach efforts.

**Research Methods**

This research uses a comparative case study design (Yin 2003) of two catastrophic wildfires in Colorado that destroyed or threatened human lives and property in 2012: the High Park fire, which killed one person and burned 87,284 acres and 259 homes in the exurban area outside of Fort Collins (Colorado State Forest Service 2012); and the Waldo Canyon fire in the urban and suburban areas of Colorado Springs, which caused two deaths, consumed 18,247 acres, and destroyed 347 homes (City of Colorado Springs 2013). Multiple fire response and management jurisdictions were included in each case study.

Two sources of data from each case were used in this analysis: (1) semistructured interviews with 3–4 key wildfire professionals that focused on local risk and agency outreach about risk and mitigation (n = 7), and (2) focus groups with local residents that focused on personal risk perceptions, mitigation behaviors, and outreach experiences (n = 12). Two researchers coded interview and focus-group transcripts using NVivo qualitative analysis software and a codebook that focused on (1) outreach methods used by fire professionals, (2) perceptions of effectiveness of various modes of outreach, and (3) limits to the effectiveness of information on mitigation behaviors. Researchers then referenced the coded material to identify patterns in the data (Miles and Huberman 1994).

**Defining the Citizen Entrepreneur**

In both the High Park and Waldo Canyon cases, residents and wildfire professionals described certain individuals, whom we characterize as citizen entrepreneurs, as particularly important to outreach in their communities. In Waldo Canyon, some citizen entrepreneurs are formally called neighborhood champions by the Colorado Springs Fire Department (CSFD), which has institutionalized their role in wildfire outreach. The neighborhood champion program provides motivated citizens with agency support for mitigation planning, outreach, and implementation; champions send mailers, knock on doors, hold neighborhood meetings, seek grant funding, and organize mitigation projects. One wildfire professional suggested that the demographic makeup of Colorado Springs helps to explain why there is enough citizen interest in this work to merit a formalized program: “What’s interesting in our community is that we have a lot of retired military. And so these colonels... now are retired... and this is their new mission in life, and they get out there.”

In addition, citizens who live outside of the CSFD jurisdiction also took on similar roles to help write crucial wildfire planning documents for their communities and plan mitigation events despite the absence of a formalized program.

In the High Park case, there was no institutionalized role for citizen entrepreneurs. However, wildfire professionals explained that they informally seek out community leaders to spread mitigation information to their neighbors. Wildfire professionals and focus-group respondents also suggested that some particularly
motivated residents organize mitigation projects on their own because they prefer to keep government wildfire agencies out of their neighborhoods. As one wildfire professional explained,

The same group of folks who didn’t want us going up to do [risk] assessments decided that they were going to take it upon themselves to put in some fuel breaks. They used... maps to define where their highest hazard areas [were]...[and] were able to get grant funds to take care of it on their own. Excellent, but highly exceptional.

Whether they were residents who began mitigating on their own property and sought to scale up their efforts by tapping into agency resources and recruiting their neighbors, or members of unorganized but high-risk WUI neighborhoods who saw the value in applying for grant funding and bringing mitigation projects to fruition on their own, the citizen entrepreneurs in both cases were described as motivated, persistent, and skilled at integrating vertical and horizontal channels for information sourcing and dissemination.

Roles for Citizen Entrepreneurs

Residents and wildfire professionals suggested that citizen entrepreneurs may be particularly adept at engaging fellow WUI residents in the interactive, face-to-face manner identified by previous studies as being particularly successful. For instance, focus-group participants in both cases who self-identified as citizen entrepreneurs explained:

What I do is when I see...people moving to the area...I send a little packet about [wildfire risk and mitigation]. I encourage them to contact the volunteer fire department, get involved, to give me a call if you have any questions. (High Park)

Every new resident that moves into our neighborhood gets a welcome bag, and it includes a folder from the [CSFD]... Then our welcome committee visits them [to discuss mitigation]. (Waldo Canyon)

Through these efforts, citizen entrepreneurs can reach those who do not actively seek out mitigation information or understand that wildfire is a risk in their communities. Importantly, their work can complement the efforts of resource-constrained wildfire agencies with limited outreach capacity. One Colorado Springs focus-group participant explained, “[The CSDF has] a very small staff...so their target is the [homeowners associations]. Then, of course, their [neighborhood] champions. I think by now there are well over 100...120.”

In High Park, wildfire professionals emphasized that similar work could be done even by even a small number of citizen entrepreneurs: “You really need a strong community up there with some real sparkplugs, and sometimes it really is just one or two people who...carry it forward for a community.”

Through these actions, citizen entrepreneurs can help overcome one of the biggest barriers that agencies face in encouraging residents to mitigate: a brief window of opportunity for effective outreach. Fire professionals and residents in both cases argued that residents are typically only receptive to mitigation information for about
a year after a fire occurs, which unfortunately is often the time when fire agency personnel are most resource-constrained. Thus, if agencies can capitalize on the outreach efforts of citizen entrepreneurs during this crucial post-fire window, they might begin to address such personnel constraints.

Conclusion

Citizen entrepreneurs played crucial roles in wildfire outreach in both cases by connecting with residents about wildfire risk and mitigation, and actively seeking out information and resources to meet their neighborhoods’ needs. They can also reach inactive residents, especially during the crucial 1-year postfire window, and simultaneously reduce the burden of intensive outreach on resource-constrained agencies. Through these actions, citizen entrepreneurs challenge existing characterizations of motivated community members as mere disseminators of agency information. While citizen entrepreneurs may indeed seek risk mitigation information from wildfire professionals through vertical channels and share it with their neighbors through horizontal channels, they may also actively develop and carry forward their own outreach efforts and mitigation projects.

Neither the policy entrepreneur scholarship nor the charismatic leader literature accurately describes the citizen entrepreneurs found in this study. While many citizen entrepreneurs share the opportunism of policy entrepreneurs, are persistent in linking their neighborhood’s needs to resources, and may possess traits of charismatic leaders, most were described as everyday residents with diverse inspirations for their work. This category of particularly motivated community members demands further investigation and theoretical elaboration from scholars seeking to trace information dissemination and outreach dynamics. While this study specifically focuses on wildfire outreach, it would be useful to explore citizen entrepreneurs across a wider range of cases and topical areas to determine if these patterns of behavior recur.
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